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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Chazen Companies (Chazen) was engaged by the Albany Housing Authority (Client), to prepare a pre-purchase Building Condition Assessment of the property located at 15 Warren Street in the City of Albany, Albany County, New York (project site). The project site is occupied by a two-story commercial building (warehouse building) and a single-story commercial building (garage building) located at the northeast side of the site. A general description of the project site and subject structures is provided in Section 2.0 of this report.

This report was prepared at the request of the Client to assess the condition of the subject structure’s building envelope, structural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing systems and site drainage as it relates to building performance. The assessment provides a description of the general condition of the subject structures and concept level recommendations to address any identified or suspected deficiencies.

Chazen performed a limited visual assessment of the facility on Wednesday, February 20, 2019. Chazen representatives met with client representative, Ted Koch, on site. A photographic log of our observations is attached in Appendix A and B of this report.

Our observations and assessments were limited to those portions of the building systems and components that were visible and accessible at the time of our visit. No destructive pest assessments were performed, no assessment of inaccessible sanitary systems / grease traps was performed; no laboratory testing or hazardous building material survey was performed, no pressure tests were performed, equipment was not tested and no equipment or finishes were moved unless where explicitly described in this report.

2.0 GENERAL BUILDING AND SITE DESCRIPTION

A general description of the project site, subject structure, reported history and use are provided herein.

2.1 Project Site

The project site is located at 15 Warren Street in the City of Albany, Albany County, New York. The project site is bound by Warren Street to the southwest, Park Avenue to the northeast, commercial and residential buildings to the northwest and a community garden to the southeast. An overview photograph of the project site is provided in Figure 1.
1. The driveway to the northeast of the warehouse building was not visible during the time of the visit due to snow. To the southwest of the warehouse building is a concrete sidewalk.

2. There is a concrete masonry unit (CMU) retaining wall around the south and east side of the garage building. There is also a stone and brick retaining wall along the southeast edge of the property.

3. There are multiple trees growing on the northwest edge of the property and vines growing on the northeast wall of the warehouse building. Additionally, there is vegetation along the northwest and southeast walls of the warehouse building.

4. The project site generally slopes to the southwest and drains toward Warren Street where there are catch basins along the edge of the street.
2.2 Warehouse Building

2.2.1 Building Envelope Structure

1. The subject structure is comprised of an original building that was likely constructed in the late 1800s based on our experience and historic materials and details. The building has had several renovations over the decades. Reference Photographs #1-27 of Appendix A for photographs of the warehouse building and project site.

2. The primary building is comprised of brick and concrete masonry unit (CMU) loadbearing exterior walls. The brick appears to be original and the CMU is an addition. The ground floor is comprised of a concrete slab of unknown thickness. The second floor consists of a cast-in-place reinforced concrete slab supported by steel beams, girders and columns. The steel is connected with rivet connections. The girders are supported at pockets in the masonry walls.

3. The main roof of the building was not accessible during the time of the site visit, but the roof was reportedly replaced in 2006 by the owner. The roof is supported by open web joist spanning the width of the building and metal decking. The joists are supported by the exterior masonry walls. The small roof located near the south corner has metal shingles and is constructed with wood rafters.

4. Fenestration is generally comprised of metal replacement double-pane casement windows and aluminum-glass service doors, metal service doors and garage doors.

5. In general, the building is uninsulated, but both batt and spray foam insulation were observed at a few locations. The batt insulation is located at the lower roof near the south corner of the building. Spray foam insulation is located along the interior perimeter of the roof and sporadically along the exterior masonry wall.

2.2.2 HVAC

1. The building is heated by (6) Modine over-head gas-fired unit heaters with 300,000 btu each. The building does not have air conditioning or a ventilation system.

2. The primary gas service and gas regulator are located at the exterior of the southwest wall. The gas meter is located at the interior of the southwest wall.

2.2.3 Electric

1. Over-head electric service drop is provided via a utility pole along Warren Street to (2) interior service meter and a 150-amp breaker panel located near the south corner of the building.

2. Electric service is primarily distributed throughout the building with BX wiring and metal conduit.

3. Interior light fixtures are primarily fluorescent with some metal halide. Exterior yard lights are metal halide. The halide lights appear to be 5 to 10 years old and the fluorescent lights appear to be 10 to 15 years old.
4. The building is fit-up with illuminated egress signage.

5. The building is fit-up with a security system, but no central control panel or emergency notification systems were observed.

2.2.4 Plumbing

1. Potable water is provided by the City of Albany.

2. Waste lines are primarily comprised of PVC. The potable water lines are primarily copper.

3. An electric 20-gallon domestic hot water heater is located on the ground floor near the southwest wall.

4. There is one bathroom on the first floor and one on the second floor. There is also an office kitchen on the second floor.

2.3 Garage Building

1. The building located at the northeast side of the lot is currently being used for storage and was recently used as a residential apartment. The structure was constructed in 1940 based on record documents and a small addition was added in 1970 per record documents. The building was previously used as an auto repair shop. Reference Photographs #28-30 of Appendix A for photographs of the warehouse building and project site.

2. The building is mainly constructed of steel girders and CMU load-bearing exterior walls with dimensional lumber used for roof rafters and headers.

3. Fenestration includes metal doors and garage doors.

4. The building utilities include fluorescent and incandescent lighting, a furnace that is not in service and a hot water heater that is not in service.

3.0 OBSERVATIONS AND ASSESSMENTS

A photographic record of our visual observations is provided in Appendix A and Appendix B. In general, the warehouse building and grounds are in serviceable condition and well maintained, however some components are at or near the end of their useful service life and the garage building is at the end of its useful service life.

We observed the following conditions and offer the following assessments of the observed conditions:

3.1 Project Site

1. In general, the project site is well drained around the warehouse and the garage buildings. Southwest of the warehouse building, the site drains to catch basins on Warren Street. Northeast
of the warehouse building, the site appears to drain towards an opening in the retaining wall on the southeast line of the property. Reference Photograph #12 of Appendix A.

2. The driveways were not accessible at the time of the visit due to snow cover. Reference Photograph #3 of Appendix A.

3. The retaining walls located on the site appear to be in serviceable condition. Reference Photograph #28 of Appendix A.

4. Vegetation is growing in close proximity to the building at the east corner and along the northeast wall. Vine roots can work their way into the building creating openings for moisture, pests and is associated premature deterioration of finishes and eventually structural systems. Reference Photograph #4 of Appendix A.

3.2 Warehouse Building

5. The building is currently being used as a thrift store on the ground floor and storage for the store on the second floor. Reference Photographs #1-3 of Appendix A for general views of the building.

6. The roof was not accessible during the time of the site visit, but no leaking due to the roof was observed.

7. Multiple lintels at garage doors are in poor condition with visible repair attempts, however they appear to be stable currently. One garage lintel on the northeast face has spalled and the steel reinforcement is exposed. Reference Photographs #5, 7, and 9 of Appendix A.

8. A steel lintel above a metal service door on the northwest wall is deflecting. This is currently a stable condition. Reference Photograph #6 of Appendix A.

9. Some of the roof shingles on the sloped roof at the southwest side of the building are missing or rusting. There was no evidence of leaking inside due to this condition. Reference Photograph #13 of Appendix A.

10. There are several cracks in the slab-on-grade due to a lack of control joints and minor settling of the sub-grade. Reference Photograph #15 of Appendix A.

11. Rebar is exposed at several location in the second-floor slab. This is possibly an original condition of the slab, but the exposed rebar is susceptible to rusting. Reference Photograph #16 of Appendix A.

12. A steel girder’s lower web is delaminating and has significant section loss, however, it appears to be stable. It is likely that water is condensing on the cold steel due to a lack of insulation and ventilation in the building. Reference Photograph #16 of Appendix A.

13. There is black organic growth on a partition wall of the warehouse building. This is likely due to the lack of ventilation within the building. Reference Photograph #17 of Appendix A.
14. There are deteriorated window and door seals at several locations on the warehouse building. Reference Photographs #9 and 18 of Appendix A.

15. The masonry walls appear to be in serviceable condition, but there is localized deterioration and cracking throughout the building.

   a. There is damage to a CMU wall at the east corner of the building likely due to vines growing in that location. Reference Photograph #4 of Appendix A.

   b. Brick that appears to be original to the building has deteriorated at several locations, likely in part due to vegetation growing at these locations and deterioration of glaze coating. Reference Photographs #8-11 of Appendix A.

   c. A vertical crack is located on the interior southeast wall under a steel girder. This condition is temporarily stable but could become unsafe if the crack expands. Additionally, there is spalling of the masonry wall at this location directly next to the steel girder. Reference Photograph #14 of Appendix A.

   d. Horizontal cracking is located at steel girder pockets on the northwest wall. This is likely due to rust jacking due to moisture condensing on the cold steel caused by the lack of insulation and ventilation. Reference Photograph #19 of Appendix A.

   e. At the interior of the second story along the southwest wall the bricks are deteriorated and the CMU wall above is cantilevering over the brick wall. This condition appears to be stable currently. Reference Photograph #20 of Appendix A.

   f. Horizontal and step cracking located at the second story walls is evidence of global movement and settlement of the building. Reference Photographs #21-23 of Appendix A.

   g. In general, the masonry walls are not insulated which leads to increased utility bills and moisture related issues associated with condensation of warm conditioned air on cold poorly insulated elements.

16. Water is entering the second floor under the service doors due to a lack of weather stripping under the door. Sandbags were located at the exterior of a garage door, evidence of past water infiltration problems. This water can cause deterioration to the structural system of the building. This could also be a location for pest infiltration to occur. Reference Photograph #24 of Appendix A.

17. Spray foam insulation appears to be used at multiple locations for repairing leaks or holes in the masonry walls. Reference Photograph #27 of Appendix A.

18. There is evidence of pest infiltration along the northwest wall. Reference Photograph #21 of Appendix A.

19. Efflorescence is located on the northeast wall of the second story and on the ceiling of the ground floor at the southeast portion of the building. Efflorescence is evidence of moisture migrating through the structural system and leaching salts from masonry / aggregate leading to accelerated
deterioration. Water entering under doors on the second floor is likely leading to the efflorescence on the second-floor concrete slab. The efflorescence on the exterior wall is caused by water from the roof edge entering the exterior masonry. Reference Photograph #25 of Appendix A.

20. One of the egress doors located at the second story of the building is blocked. Egress doors need to remain free of obstructions. Reference Photograph #26 of Appendix A.

21. In general, the warehouse building has a lack of ventilation. Excess humidity is migrating from below grade walls and slab-on-grade. It is unlikely there is a vapor barrier at the slab based on the age of the building. Furthermore, the surrounding vegetation in close proximity to the building is resulting in additional moisture. The exterior damp proofing may have exceeded its serviceable life and is no longer performing as intended.

22. The electric system is unsafe in its current state, but can be made in serviceable condition with some improvements.

   a. The electric meters and electrical panel appear to be around 30 to 40 years old and in serviceable condition, but one circuit breaker is missing and a filler plate has not been added. Additionally, trash bags are blocking the access to the electrical service disconnect and electrical panel. Access is required per the National Electric Code 110.26. Reference Photograph #1-3 of Appendix B.

   b. The illuminated egress signage appears to be in serviceable condition. Reference Photograph #4 of Appendix B.

   c. GFCI outlets were observed in the bathrooms and kitchen and appear to be functioning. Reference Photograph #5 of Appendix B.

   d. Exposed splices in open junction boxes were located at several locations in the building. Broken outlets were found at multiple locations in the building. Reference Photographs #6-9 of Appendix B.

   e. BX wiring and junction boxes are unsupported throughout the building. Reference Photograph #9 of Appendix B.

   f. The interior and exterior lighting appears to be in serviceable condition. Typically, these types of lighting have a life expectancy of 25 years and based on their current condition will be serviceable for 10 to 20 more years. However, electrical costs could be reduced if these lights are replaced with LED lights. Reference Photographs #10-12 of Appendix B.

   g. A power of 150-amps is low for a building of this size, but for the current use it is serviceable.

23. No CO detection was observed in the building. This is required in buildings where there are gas burning appliances which is the case for this building. This requirement is based on Section 7.25 of the 2017 Uniform Code Supplement.
24. The security system appears to be in working condition, but was not tested.

25. The gas fired unit heaters and gas service appear to be in serviceable condition. The typical life expectancy for this type of heaters is approximately 25 years and the heaters appear to be only 15 years old. However, gas pipes to the unit are not being supported at multiple locations. Reference Photographs #13-15 of Appendix B.

26. The plumbing appears to be in serviceable condition, but the kitchen is at or near the end of its service life, and there are several abandoned pipes located throughout the building. Reference Photograph #16-18 of Appendix B.

3.3 Garage Building

27. The garage building is currently being used as storage. It was our understanding that this building was not under the scope of this report, but a limited observation was conducted to understand the overall conditions of the project site. Photographs #28 and 29 of Appendix A for general photographs of the building.

28. The CMU walls have several steps cracks likely due to global movement and settlement of the building. Additionally, the exterior of the CMU is extensively deteriorated at the bottom edge. However, the building is currently in stable condition. Reference Photograph #30 of Appendix A.

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The intent of this section is to identify deficiencies, provide recommendations and associated rough order of magnitude opinion of probable cost and categorize them into the following priority categories:

1. Priority 1 represent critical items that require action within one year.
   - Critical items may include systems or components that have failed, exhibit signs of imminent failure, or pose a threat to public safety.

2. Priority 2 represent short term (or high priority) repair items that require action within three years.
   - Short term repair items may include systems or components that are still serviceable and do not pose immediate threat to public safety, but are near the end of their useful service life or exhibit signs of failure, but failure of such item would not pose a threat to public safety. Such items if deferred, will increase the long-term costs associated with the potential damage to other systems if not addressed in the short term.

3. Priority 3 represent long term (or low priority) repair items that can be planned within a 10 year period.
   - Long term repair items may include systems or components that are still serviceable and have a few years left considering their expected service life, but will likely need to be replaced in this timeframe.
4. Priority 4 represent standard, preventative and deferred maintenance items that should be planned over the long term. Not all maintenance items required to run the facility are provided in this report. Only significant maintenance items or items with deficiencies are included. A comprehensive management operational budget should be obtained from current building operation managers to understand annual maintenance costs. A facility maintenance plan should be developed and adopted to ensure successful asset management.

- Standard Maintenance includes items that require routine service, upkeep or repairs due to system age or design and are typically performed in a reactive nature (maintenance is done when needed).
- Preventative Maintenance includes items that prevent unplanned standard maintenance by acting on them before they become problems. This can be the most cost effective and predictable maintenance program.
- Deferred Maintenance is the practice of postponing maintenance activities in order to save short term costs. This type of maintenance program is not typically recommended as it will lead to higher long-term maintenance costs.

Our opinion of probable cost is not provided for maintenance items or items of a minor nature (items requiring less than $2,000 to correct).

The rough order of magnitude opinion of probable costs (ROM OPC) have been prepared utilizing a variety of estimating tools and techniques such as material takeoffs, unit price estimates, estimating software and spreadsheets, professional experience, understanding of the project, quotes from vendors, and current construction cost data literature and publications such as R.S. Means 2017. We recommend retaining a contractor to provide more accurate estimates and/or quotes. The ROM OPC includes both direct and indirect project costs.

Direct construction costs include the costs of material and labor, adjusted based on RS Means location factors as well as an allowance for the contractor's assumed profit required to construct the improvement. The overhead and profit of the general contractor and various subcontractors are part of a usual construction contract and, therefore, represent direct costs that would be included in the cost estimate. An allowance for contractor contingencies and general costs are also included in the direct costs.

Recommended repairs may require demolition or handling of hazardous materials (such as asbestos, PCBs and lead paint). A hazardous material survey has not been performed. Our opinion of probable costs excludes costs that may be incurred due to handling or abatement of hazardous materials. These costs may be significant and we recommend sampling materials prior to preparing final budget estimates.

We have also provided a year associated with each recommendation item. Our year estimate should be considered approximate and used for long term budgeting only.

In order to extend the useful service life of the warehouse building we have the following recommendations:

1. Trim / Remove vegetation in close proximity to buildings.
2. Clean and paint rusted lintels. Replace sagging and deteriorated lintels. Clean and patch concrete garage lintel with cementitious repair mortar and remove loose concrete.
   - Priority #2
   - OPC: $4,000
   - Year: 1, then clean and paint as needed

3. Replace and repair the deteriorated masonry on both the interior and exterior of the building especially at the west corner of the building (Photograph 8 of Appendix A).
   - Priority #2
   - OPC: $10,000
   - Year: 2, then as needed

4. Monitor the vertical crack in Photograph #14 and provide a crack gauge to inspect if an unsafe condition results (if crack widens to greater than 3/16”). Remove and replace the unsound masonry next to the steel girder and check for rusting of the girder at this location.
   - Priority #1
   - OPC: $1000 (all masonry repairs assumed to be mobilized once)
   - Year: 1 (inspect yearly)

5. Repair and repoint step cracking of the masonry walls. Reference Photographs #21-23 of Appendix A.
   - Priority #2
   - OPC: Maintenance Item
   - Year: 2, then as needed

6. Remove efflorescence on the walls and slab. Apply a vapor permeable masonry sealer to the exterior of the masonry wall to prevent water from entering the masonry wall, but allowing water vapor to escape.
   - Priority #4
   - OPC: $10,000
   - Year: 2, then as needed

7. Provide weather stripping at openings under doors and maintain snow removal at thresholds on second story to prevent water and pests from entering the building.
   - Priority #4
   - OPC: Maintenance Item
   - Year: 1 (then as needed)

8. In general, the warehouse building has a lack of ventilation. Providing damp proofing to the exterior of below grade walls and vapor barriers below the slab on grade is the recommended solution correcting the root of the issue. We realize this would likely be cost prohibitive. A less costly option (and which would treat the symptoms only) is to provide an active ventilation system
such as a heat recovery ventilator, a dehumidifier, or air conditioning. These systems should be
designed by a qualified mechanical engineer.

▪ Priority #2
▪ OPC: $10,000
▪ Year: 2

9. Remove debris from blocking egress doors.
   ▪ Priority #1
   ▪ OPC: Maintenance Item
   ▪ Year: 1, then as needed

10. Install CO detection per code requirements (Section 7.25 of the 2017 Uniform Code Supplement).
    ▪ Priority #1
    ▪ OPC: Maintenance Item
    ▪ Year: 1

11. Remove de-energized electrical, replace broken outlets and switches, install blanks in open
    breakers, support all wiring and junction boxes, and contain all splices in closed junction boxes.
    ▪ Priority #1
    ▪ OPC: $2,400
    ▪ Year: 1

12. Lighting should be updated to LED (when replacement is needed) to reduce electrical costs.
    Additional power may be needed depending on the proposed use.
    ▪ Priority #3
    ▪ OPC: $36,000 (LED lighting replacement)
    ▪ Year: 10

13. Provide a clear path to the electrical service. Access is required per the National Electric Code
    110.26.
    ▪ Priority #1
    ▪ OPC: Maintenance Item
    ▪ Year: 1, then as needed

14. Remove abandoned piping.
    ▪ Priority #3
    ▪ OPC: $2,500 (approximately 5 abandoned pipes observed)
    ▪ Year: 3
5.0 CONCLUSION

Based on our observations, review of record documents and experience with similar buildings, the overall condition of the buildings and grounds is fair to good. While the warehouse building is in serviceable condition, several systems require repair or replacement. The garage building is beyond its useful service life and considering the likely cost of repairs exceeds the salvage value, demolition should be considered. All work should be completed by qualified contractors.

Closing: Chazen makes no express or implied warranties concerning the building systems. Chazen does not adopt the warranty of the manufacturer of the components of structure assessed, or the warranty of the Builder or Owner of the structure. This report constitutes the complete and exclusive expression of the opinions of Chazen.

Thank you for the opportunity to assist you in this matter. Please feel free to call me directly at (518) 266-7386 with any questions, comments or requests for further clarification.

Sincerely,

Rebecca N. Sheely, EIT

Reviewed and approved by

Lanson A. Cosh, PE, CCEO
Manager, Structural Engineering Services

Attachments: Appendix A and Appendix B

cc. Sharon Frodden; Joe Popp; Joseph M. Lanaro, PE, M. ASCE; file
Appendix A:
February 20, 2019 Photographic Documentation of Structural System and Building Envelope
Photograph (1):

General view of the southwest elevation of the warehouse building.

Photograph (2):

General view of the northwest elevation of the warehouse building taken from the west corner.

Photograph (3):

General view of the northeast elevation of the warehouse building.
Photograph (4):
Vegetation growing on exterior wall at the east corner of warehouse building. Note the opening in the masonry (red arrow).

Photograph (5):
Steel lintel temporarily repaired with lumber at northeast wall. Note the concrete units added under the bricks.

Photograph (6):
Steel lintel deflecting at northeast wall.
Photograph (7):

View of concrete header spalling at garage door located on the northeast wall. Note the foam insulation exposed at the metal paneling.

Photograph (8):

Deteriorated and missing brick located on the west corner of the subject structure.

Photograph (9):

Deteriorated lintel and flashing / drip edge (red arrow) at garage door at the southwest wall. Note the deteriorated brick.
Photograph (10):
Deteriorated and missing brick located above the southwest main entrance to the warehouse building.

Photograph (11):
Deteriorated and missing brick located along garage door on the southwest wall of the warehouse building.
Photograph (12):

Catch basin located southwest of the warehouse building on Warren Street.

Photograph (13):

Deteriorated roofing at southwest side of warehouse building (white arrow).
Photograph (14):

View of masonry crack below steel girder on southwest wall of the warehouse building. Note the unsound masonry next to the steel girder (red arrow).

Photograph (15):

View of crack in concrete slab-on-grade near east corner of the warehouse building.
Photograph (16):

View of exposed rebar on second floor concrete slab. Representative condition. Note the delaminating steel girder has significant loss.

Photograph (17):

Black organic growth at interior partition wall of warehouse building.

Photograph (18):

Close-up view of aluminum double-pane casement windows with deteriorated seal (red arrow).
Photograph (19):

Horizontal cracking at base of steel girder masonry pocket.

Photograph (20):

View of interior southwest wall at the second story. Note the brick is deteriorate and the CMU wall is overhanging the brick wall below. Representative condition on the southwest wall of the warehouse building.

Photograph (21):

View of northwest wall of the warehouse building with horizontal crack (white arrow). Note the evidence of possible pest infiltration (red arrow).
Photograph (22):

Step cracking (red arrow) at north corner of warehouse building. Representative condition.

Photograph (23):

Step cracking (red arrow) at corners of garage door header on northeast wall of the warehouse. Representative condition.

Photograph (24):

Water entering the warehouse building under exterior service door.
Photograph (25):

Interior view of efflorescence located on the northeast wall at the second floor of the warehouse building. Representative condition.

Photograph (26):

View of blocked egress door at second floor northeast wall.

Photograph (27):

View of spray foam insulation used to fill hole in exterior masonry wall.
Photograph (28):
Exterior view of the northeast elevation of the garage building.

Photograph (29):
Exterior view of the southwest elevation of the garage building. Note the CMU retaining wall.

Photograph (30):
Interior view of northwest wall of the garage building. Step cracking in masonry wall and broken and missing ceiling tiles. Representative condition. Note this step cracking is visible on the exterior of the building also.
Appendix B:
February 20, 2019 Photographic Documentation of Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing Systems
Photograph (1):

View of (2) electric meters, a 150 amp 120/240 volt electrical panel, and disconnect switch. Note there is one missing circuit breaker that does not have a filler plate.

Photograph (2):

View trash bags blocking access to the electrical service disconnect and electrical panel.
Photograph (3):

View of 120/240v electric service for the warehouse building.

Photograph (4):

View of illuminated egress signage. Representative condition.
Photograph (5):

View GFCI outlet in ground floor bathroom in working condition. Representative condition.

Photograph (6):

View of deteriorated open junction box with exposed de-energized splices.

Photograph (7):

Exposed live splices and open junction box. Representative condition.
Photograph (8):
Live outlet without a cover and a broken receptacle. Representative condition.

Photograph (9):
Unsupported BX wires and unsupported open junction box (red arrow). Representative condition.

Photograph (10):
View of exterior wall mounted halide lighting. Note the vegetation growing on the building.
Photograph (11):

View of fluorescent lighting. Representative condition.

Photograph (12):

View of metal halide lighting. Representative condition.

Photograph (13):

View of Modine gas fired unit heater with 300,000 btu output. Representative condition. Note the unsupported copper pipe (red arrow). Representative condition.
Photograph (14):
Gas fired unit heater vent pipe (white arrow). Representative condition.

Photograph (15):
View of primary gas service meters.

Photograph (16):
View of PVC drains from fixture. Representative condition.
Photograph (17):
View of abandoned pipe. Representative condition.

Photograph (18):
Interior view of roof drain. Representative condition.

Photograph (19):
View of security cameras. Representative condition.